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Bulk halide perovskites as triplet sensitizers:
progress and prospects in photon upconversion

Zachary A. VanOrman,a Hayley K. Drozdick,a Sarah Wieghold abc and
Lea Nienhaus *a

Triplet–triplet annihilation-based photon upconversion (TTA-UC) is a promising mechanism for

harvesting lower energy photons by converting them to a higher energy. Photons generated from this

process can be used for numerous applications, including photovoltaics, infrared sensing and imaging,

biomedicine and photochemical reactions. Recently, bulk metal halide perovskite semiconductors have

been introduced as triplet sensitizers for the TTA-UC process. While relatively efficient upconversion has

been achieved at low fluences, the full potential of these materials as triplet sensitizers has not been

unlocked. Here, we examine four pathways for device optimization and improvements, while discussing

relevant works and potential further improvements. Finally, we discuss the outlook and bright future of

such perovskite materials as triplet sensitizers and their important role in solid-state upconversion

applications.

1. Introduction

Interest in bulk metal halide perovskite (MHP) materials
has vastly increased in the past decade, as MHP materials
have been examined as the active material in photovoltaic (PV)
devices,1,2 lasing media,3,4 light-emitting diodes (LEDs),5

photocatalytic systems,6 among many other applications.
Perhaps most notably, the external quantum efficiency of
MHP PV materials has increased from 3.8% to 25.5% in just
over a decade.7,8 MHP materials are made up of an ABX3

composition, where A is a monovalent cation, typically either
small organic or alkali metal cations, such as methylammonium
(MA), formamidinium (FA), or cesium. B is a divalent metal,
typically either Pb or Sn, and X is a halide anion, such as Cl, Br,
or I. The wide array of potential applications utilizing MHP
materials originates from their unique and superior opto-
electronic properties, including high optical absorption coeffi-
cients, optical tunability via simple changes in composition,
solution processability, low exciton binding energies, large
charge carrier diffusion lengths, and shallow defect sites,
stemming from the electronic structure of the material.
Recently, a novel application for MHP materials has emerged:
triplet sensitizers for triplet–triplet annihilation based photon
upconversion (TTA-UC).9–11

The process of TTA occurs in certain polyaromatic hydro-
carbons, where the result of an interaction between two spin-
triplet states can result in the population of a singlet excited
state.12–14 Direct optical excitation into a triplet excited state is
forbidden due to spin selection rules, and therefore excitation
of spin-triplet states commonly requires triplet sensitizer mate-
rials. Triplet sensitizers can come in a variety of forms: orga-
nometallics, where the triplet state is populated via intersystem
crossing,14 semiconductor quantum dots (QDs), where the
organic annihilator can be directly populated due to spin
dephasing in the QD,15–17 direct singlet-to-triplet absorbing
metal complexes, where the metal is commonly osmium, which
is enabled by spin–orbit coupling,18,19 and bulk semiconductors,
where asynchronous hole and electron transfer can occur from
a sensitizer to an annihilator, reforming the exciton in the
annihilator triplet state.20,21 MHP-sensitized TTA-UC falls in
the latter category, where the annihilator is chosen to enable
both energetically favorable hole and electron transfer, hence
allowing for the population of the triplet state via charge
transfer.

The triplet annihilator rubrene fits this requirement and has
previously been shown to achieve efficient infrared-to-visible
TTA-UC when coupled with a multitude of different triplet
sensitizers.17,18,22 Due to its energetic alignment, where the
triplet state is half the energy of the singlet state, rubrene is also
capable of the reverse process of singlet fission. This has
required the addition of dibenzotetraphenylperiflanthene
(DBP) as a dopant to harvest the singlet states from rubrene
via Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) prior to their
decay via singlet fission. The perovskite-sensitized UC scheme’s
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overall energetic process, along with its components, is detailed
in Fig. 1a. Upon absorption, an electron is promoted from the
valence band to the conduction band (dotted black line) of
the perovskite, leaving a hole behind. The electron can be
transferred to the rubrene’s triplet state, while the hole can
be transferred to the highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO) (solid black line). Once two rubrene triplet states are
populated, TTA can occur (dashed orange line), resulting in the
population of a singlet excited state in rubrene. The singlet is
then harvested to DBP via FRET (solid orange line). Upon
relaxation of the excited singlet state in DBP (dotted red line),
the upconverted photon is emitted. This device design yields
four primary areas of optimization of the UC device, shown in
Fig. 1b: (i) the perovskite layer, (ii) the organic semiconductor
(OSC) layer, comprised of rubrene and DBP, (iii) the interface
between the perovskite and OSC layers, and (iv) the device
fabrication methods. To optimize each component, mechanistic
studies designed to understand each part of the UC device at the
nanoscale are required.

2. Bulk perovskite-sensitized TTA-UC

In this review, we aim to detail the studies on bulk perovskite-
sensitized UC which have been undertaken by our group and
others. Additionally, we will examine further work necessary to
provide insight for each component, as well as an outlook for
perovskite-sensitized UC in general.

2.1 Perovskite layer

Bulk perovskite-sensitized solid-state TTA-UC was first intro-
duced in concurrent works in 2019,20,21 although the perovskite
compositions were slightly different. Nienhaus et al. utilized a
MA0.15FA0.85PbI3 bulk perovskite film as the sensitizer material,
along with an OSC layer comprised of rubrene doped with 1%
DBP as the annihilator layer.20 The absorption and emission of
the UC device components are shown in Fig. 2a, where the bulk
emission of the perovskite is centered around B800 nm, and
the OSC emission can be observed around 610 nm under
785 nm excitation, as a result of the UC process. The schematic
in Fig. 2b further details this process. Additionally, the estimated
absolute band energies of the perovskite valence and conduction

bands are shown, along with the HOMO, lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital (LUMO) and the triplet (T1) levels of rubrene.
Direct electron transfer to the LUMO of rubrene is energetically
unfavorable, although electron transfer to the triplet state and
hole transfer to the HOMO are both energetically favorable. This
is in contrast to the majority of quantum confined sensitizer/
annihilator systems, where direct transfer of a bound exciton to
the triplet state of the annihilator is thought to commonly
occur.16,17,23,24 However, due to exciton binding energies below
kT at room temperature,25 free charge carriers are rapidly
generated in the sensitizer layer. Subsequent free charge carrier
injection from sensitizer to annihilator has also since been
observed in quantum-confined systems as well.26,27 Nienhaus
et al. also note that the upconversion efficiency, Zuc, is
challenging to measure due to low absorbance at 785 nm, along
with parasitic interference effects. The estimated Zuc is essentially
then limited by the perovskite sensitizer absorbance, which is a
problem that has also plagued PbS QD systems in the solid-state
previously.16,28

The limitation in perovskite film absorbance was investigated
in-depth utilizing a different approach by Wieghold et al.,
where the thickness-dependence of the perovskite layer
(MA0.85FA0.15PbI3) on the UC performance was studied.21

The result of the modulation of the perovskite thickness was
investigated both through the emission from the perovskite layer
and from the UC emission, occurring from the OSC layer at
780 nm excitation. Fig. 2c shows the power-dependent nature of
the intensity of the perovskite emission (top) and the UC
emission (bottom), as both were monitored for films of varying
thickness. A quadratic to linear slope change in the UC photo-
luminescence (PL) intensity with increasing incident power
density is characteristic of TTA-UC systems, stemming from
the kinetics of the UC process.29–32 However, a slope change
was also observed in the perovskite emission, which is most
apparent in the thicker films. A super-linear region occurs at lower
powers, which gives way to a linear regime. This is the result of
a combination of non-geminate bimolecular recombination,
trap filling, trap assisted recombination and band filling.33–36

Therefore, the underlying perovskite dynamics are further
reflected in the UC emission, as evidenced in Fig. 2c. However,
a clear trend is observed: the power threshold, Ith, which
represents the point at which TTA-UC is efficient,29 decreases as

Fig. 1 Perovskite sensitized TTA-UC. (a) Energetic scheme involving the perovskite (black), the rubrene triplet and singlet state (orange), and the DBP
singlet state (red). (b) Potential areas of optimization of perovskite-sensitized UC devices.
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the thickness of the perovskite film increases. This trend indicates
a more efficient charge extraction process at higher perovskite
thicknesses, which would result in the lower Ith values observed,
along with an increase in the Zuc of the system. However, an
increase in the perovskite thickness, in turn, also increases the
likelihood of singlet back transfer and/or reabsorption of the
upconverted light emitted from rubrene, meaning that there is
a tradeoff in efficient charge extraction and Zuc of the device.

The perovskite’s specific composition is also important, as
the composition of the perovskite impacts the absolute band
energies of the perovskite sensitizer material,37 which influences
the energetic driving force of charge extraction to rubrene.
Additionally, substituting FA for MA can lead to an increase of
the thermal stability of the perovskite,38,39 as well as a decrease
in the bandgap of the material, which could push the absorption

further into the infrared, potentially allowing for an increase in
the apparent anti-Stokes shift of the TTA-UC system. With this
motivation, Bieber et al. monitored the charge extraction and UC
performance of the two previously reported compositions: (i) the
MA-rich composition of MA0.85FA0.15PbI3, and (ii) the FA-rich
composition of FA0.85MA0.15PbI3.40 The PL decay lifetimes of the
perovskite emission for MA-rich (denoted O/X/rubDBP) and the
FA-rich (denoted FO/X/rubDBP) perovskites are shown in
Fig. 2d–f. The early time quenching of the FA-rich perovskite
as compared to the MA-rich perovskite emission is indicative of
superior charge transfer from the perovskite layer to the
OSC layer.

These trends were observed for films fabricated with either
toluene and chlorobenzene (denoted as either tol or CB,
respectively). Additionally, the devices fabricated with FA-rich

Fig. 2 (a) The absorbance (solid) and normalized PL emission (dashed) of the perovskite only (black) and perovskite/OSC device (gray). The UC emission
stemming from the OSC layer (red) and PL emission from the perovskite (brown) are both highlighted. The inset shows the device under 785 nm illumination.
(b) A schematic of the device structure (top), where, upon 785 nm illumination, the OSC layer emits emission around 610 nm upon triplet sensitization via the
perovskite layer. The rubrene triplet is occupied via sequential hole and electron transfer (bottom) from the perovskite valence and conduction band,
respectively. Adapted with permission from ref. 20. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society. (c) Emission intensity of the perovskite emission (top 3 panels)
and the UC emission (bottom three panels) at various fluences. Adapted from ref. 21, Copyright 2019 Elsevier. (d–g) PL emission decay of the perovskite
emission of MA-rich films fabricated with overstoichiometric PbI2 and either toluene (d) or chlorobenzene (e), and FA-rich films fabricated with over-
stoichiometric PbI2 and either toluene (f) or chlorobenzene (g). Adapted with permission from ref. 40. Copyright 2020 John Wiley and Sons.
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compositions emitted UC light at higher intensities than the
MA-rich compositions, again showing the importance of the
perovskite composition on UC performance. Therefore, in future
UC devices utilizing bulk perovskite sensitization, the perovskite
composition should be chosen to maximize both the perfor-
mance of the perovskite layer itself, but also tuned to maximize
efficient charge extraction to the OSC layer, which in turn helps
to maximize the UC performance of the device as a whole.

2.2 OSC Layer

While the initial excitation and free-charge carrier generation
occur in the perovskite layer, TTA and the resulting
upconverted emission occur in the OSC thin-film layer of the
perovskite sensitized TTA-UC devices. In order for TTA to occur,
the OSC layer must contain a triplet acceptor/annihilator
molecule capable of annihilating the accepted triplets via
TTA. Requirements for an efficient triplet annihilator are as
follows: (i) the annihilator must have the proper energetics to
allow for efficient triplet population from the triplet sensitizer,
(ii) the annihilator should be readily able to annihilate two
triplet states into a spin-singlet state, and (iii) the annihilator
should have a high emission quantum yield from its singlet
state, all to maximize the efficiency of the UC process.
As previously mentioned, when paired with perovskite triplet
sensitizers, the rubrene triplet annihilator must have proper
alignment to both the valence and conduction bands in order
to allow for hole and electron transfer. Rubrene has previously
been used in multiple UC schemes, paired with both nano-
crystal and metal–organic triplet sensitizers.16,17,22,41 Wieghold et al.
demonstrated the importance of triplet diffusion to the TTA-UC
process by monitoring the UC process at various fluences and
mechanical modulation.42 Specifically, the UCPL decay lifetime
was monitored as well as the UC emission intensity. Fig. 3a shows
a representation of the UCPL decay for the perovskite sensitized
TTA-UC device, where three regimes are observed – an initial fast
rise, a slow rise, and a slow decay. The UCPL dynamics of
a perovskite/OSC device under pulsed excitation at 4 mW (black),
2 mW (purple), and 4 mW modulated with an optical chopper (gray)
are shown in Fig. 3a and b. Clearly shown in Fig. 3b are differences
in the UCPL dynamics under the different conditions. Namely, the
film under 4 mW illumination features a faster initial rise, while also
having a higher magnitude of the initial rise. The film under
chopped excitation, however, has a much more gradual rise before
decaying. The differences in the UCPL dynamics are best described
by the schematics in Fig. 3c and d. At high, unmodulated fluences,
triplet excitons are rapidly formed near the perovskite/OSC interface,
allowing for rapid TTA, as detailed in Fig. 3c. As this process occurs
near the interface, the probability for back transfer to the perovskite
layer increases. Fig. 3d shows the second case, where the
triplet population is allowed to relax, most similarly to the
chopped excitation source. Here, the triplet excitons diffuse far from
the interface to find a triplet ‘‘partner’’ to undergo TTA with. As the
diffusion takes the triplets farther from the interface, the efficiency of
the UC process should increase, as the probability of parasitic singlet
back transfer decreases. The two rise times in the UCPL lifetime
reflect these two scenarios, while also showing the inherent

sensitivity of perovskite sensitized TTA-UC devices to measurement
conditions such as laser fluence and time after illumination.

The OSC layer can also be optimized by the modulation of
the DBP dopant, which can impact the emission process.
As previously stated, the OSC thin film layer of the perovskite
sensitized device is composed of rubrene doped with DBP,
commonly at a dopant concentration of 1%.21,42 As shown by
Wu et al.,41 the introduction of DBP can improve TTA-UC when
sensitized by PbS nanocrystals. However, we note that here the
OSC layer was deposited via thermal deposition.

In a recent study by Nienhaus and coworkers, the influence
of DBP doping in the OSC layer was investigated at various
concentrations of DBP, where the OSC layer was deposited via
solution-based spin coating.43 While the addition of higher
concentrations of DBP changed the spectral shape of the
emission and PL decay dynamics, Fig. 3e shows that the Ith

remains largely unchanged, indicative of little to no change in
the UC process as a whole as the percentage of DBP is increased
(bottom to top). However, a difference in the films arises when
compared under direct excitation at 405 nm and under 780 nm
excitation, which results in UC emission. Fig. 3f shows the ratio
of the first vibronic feature of rubrene (565 nm) and the first
vibronic feature of DBP (605 nm) under both direct excitation
(blue circles) and under 780 nm excitation (red circles) for the
different DBP concentrations. As the emission from DBP takes
place as a result of FRET, this ratio gives insight to the
efficiency of this process. In both cases, the FRET efficiency
from rubrene to DBP increases with the concentration of DBP,
up to 4.4 wt%, reflected by the decrease in rubrene vibronic
feature relative to DBP. We note that the films fabricated with
5.5 wt% DBP exhibited noticeable DBP aggregation, indicating
that the resulting OSC is not representative of an even 5.5 wt%
DBP doping level. However, the ratios are different at the
two excitation wavelengths, meaning that different rubrene
sub-populations are emitting depending on the excitation
wavelength. Taken together, along with UCPL intensities that
were fairly constant across the different concentrations of
DBP, it was determined that DBP did not make a noticeable
difference in the UC process, in contrast to previous reports of a
19-fold increase of the UC intensity upon DBP addition.41 This
discrepancy was ascribed to differences in fabrication, as
spin coating may result in more amorphous rubrene films
(as compared to the polycrystalline film obtained by thermal
evaporation), resulting in decreased amounts of singlet fission,
potentially negating the benefit of DBP.44

Differences in the OSC layer were further investigated by
Bieber et al.,40 who investigated the role of solvent by fabricating
a variety of films using either toluene or chlorobenzene to
dissolve the OSC components before deposition. The ratio of
the vibronic features of rubrene and DBP were again compared
under direct excitation at 405 nm and under 780 nm excitation,
similar to earlier discussions.43 Fig. 3g shows the ratio of
rubrene/DBP emission under direct excitation. All films
fabricated with toluene are denoted as X/tol/rubDBP where the
films fabricated with chlorobenzene are denoted as X/CB/
rubDBP. Within error, the ratio is similar in all films, B0.11.
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Fig. 3h shows the emission ratio of the same films, this time
under 780 nm excitation. While the CB films show behavior
similar to that observed under 405 nm excitation with a PL ratio
of approximately 0.11, the toluene films demonstrate a higher PL
ratio of approximately 0.16. The difference between the behavior
under 405 and 780 nm excitation serves as further evidence of
different molecules emitting under different excitation wave-
lengths when toluene is used as the solvent. Additionally, the
differences between the two solvents can be explained by varia-
tions in the solubility and resulting packing of the OSC mole-
cules upon deposition, which could impact the FRET process
between rubrene and DBP.

2.3 Perovskite–OSC interface

Careful tuning of both the perovskite and OSC layers are crucial
toward maximizing the efficiency of perovskite-sensitized

TTA-UC devices, but the elucidation of the dynamics at the
interface between the perovskite and OSC layers is also vastly
important. The interface dynamics are especially magnified
due to the nature of the charge transfer process, where two
independent charge carriers must be transferred, in contrast to
excitonic transfer in other TTA-UC schemes.9 Initial studies
aimed at understanding either the perovskite layer, the OSC
layer, or both built a level of fundamental knowledge, but the
interface was first studied in depth by Wieghold and Nienhaus,
who utilized a combination of organic molecules/perovskite
pairings, along with various spectroscopic characterization
techniques to probe the perovskite–OSC interface.45 Their main
findings were two-fold. First, the presence of the OSC proved
to passivate surface traps induced in the solution-processed
fabrication method, which was manifested in longer lifetimes
as compared to just MAFA/toluene films. This has been

Fig. 3 (a) A representative UCPL lifetime, where the two orange regions are different regimes of initial rises in intensity, and regime 3 is a slow decay.
(b) and (c) UCPL lifetimes of a perovskite/OSC film under 4 mW pulsed excitation (black), 2 mW pulsed excitation (purple), and 4 mW pulsed excitation
modulated by a chopper at a 50% duty cycle (gray). (c) Dynamics in the first 4 ms. (d) and (e) Schematics of TTA where the triplet population is
high, resulting in TTA-UC close to the interface (d) and where the triplet population is low, resulting in TTA-UC far from the interface as a result of triplet
diffusion (e). Adapted with permission from ref. 42. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society. (f) The UCPL intensity as a function of the incident
power of films made with perovskite and rubrene only (magenta, bottom) and various amounts of DBP doped (increasing from purple to light green).
The Ith, where the slope changes from B2.2 to B1.2, is shown in gray. (g) The ratio of the first vibronic feature of rubrene and the first vibronic feature of
DBP, at 405 nm excitation (blue circles) and 780 nm excitation (red circles) at various concentrations of DBP. Adapted with permission from ref. 43. Copyright
2020 American Chemical Society. (h) and (i) The ratio of the first vibronic feature of rubrene and the first vibronic feature of DBP under 405 nm excitation
(h) and 780 nm excitation (i) for films fabricated under various conditions. Adapted with permission from ref. 40. Copyright 2020 John Wiley and Sons.
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previously observed in perovskite solar cells, where rubrene has
been utilized to passivate the perovskite surface.46,47 The source
of the passivation was attributed to surface interactions
between the perovskite cations and the delocalized p-elections
in rubrene. An additional previous study by Ji et al. has also
shown an upward bending of the perovskite conduction band
and a downward bending of the LUMO and HOMO in
rubrene.48 The electronic structure at the interface can
therefore result in a charge build-up at the interface, as
described by the schematic in Fig. 4a, where hole transfer can
occur in the dark, leading to the build-up of an electric field
before illumination. This can be observed in a rapid ‘photo-
bleach’ of the UCPL, reflected in the green trace (top) of Fig. 4b,
where rapid TTA can occur upon illumination due to the build-
up of charges at the interface. Perovskites are known to photo-
bleach or photobrighten under constant illumination, so for
comparison, the MAFA PL was investigated (bottom, gray trace),
as it is known that the underlying perovskite properties
influence the UC properties. While the perovskite indeed
photobleaches, leading to the slow decay of the upconverted
emission, there is no rapid decrease in the PL at early times,
highlighting that the effect of the precharging is limited to the
OSC layer.

The effect of perovskite surface passivation was further
probed by Bieber et al.,40 where ‘‘stoichiometric’’ and ‘‘over-
stoichiometric’’ amounts of PbI2 were added to fabricate the
films, i.e., excess PbI2 was added to fabricate the overstoichiometric
devices. Excess PbI2 has been previously observed to passivate
defects at the perovskite surface and grain boundaries, potentially
leading to higher power conversion efficiencies in solar cells.49–51

Fig. 4c shows the integrated UCPL of the stoichiometric (films
denoted with S) and overstoichiometric (films denoted with O)
devices. Additionally, in Fig. 4d, the UCPL is normalized by the
emission under direct excitation at 405 nm. Interestingly, no
discernable difference is observed between the stoichiometric
and overstoichiometric devices under similar fabrication
methods. This likely stems from the passivation effects discussed
earlier, as the perovskite surface is amply passivated by rubrene,
which makes the excess addition of PbI2 redundant.

Further modifications of the solution-based fabrication
method have direct impacts on the perovskite/rubrene interface.
Namely, the antisolvent used in the deposition of the perovskite
layer has definite impacts on the perovskite emission, charge
extraction, and upconverted emission.52 Additionally, the specific
method of deposition of the antisolvent and rubrene layer can
affect the perovskite/rubrene interface.53 Although these changes

Fig. 4 (a) Top: Band alignment of the perovskite (MAFA) and rubrene allow for hole transfer before illumination, resulting in a build-up of holes. Upon
illumination, electron transfer occurs into the rubrene triplet state, and eventually, a steady-state occurs. Bottom: Schematic of the precharging effect
described in (a), where UC occurs much faster after illumination and then eventually slows down after rapid TTA at the interface. (b) The UCPL (green) and
perovskite emission (gray) over time, where the spike in the UCPL highlighted by the purple box occurs due to the build-up of charges at the interface,
and then decreases. Adapted with permission from ref. 45. Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society. (c) and (d) Box plots detailing the UCPL intensity
integrated from 500–700 nm (c) and the UCPL normalized by the PL under direct excitation at 405 nm for the various devices, where S, O, or FO denote
stoichiometric PbI2 MA-rich, overstoichiometric PbI2 MA-rich, overstoichiometric PbI2 FA-rich devices respectively. Additionally, either toluene or
chlorobenzene is used to fabricate the OSC layer (denoted as tol or CB, respectively), and the films annealed post-fabrication are denoted with a T.
Adapted with permission from ref. 40. Copyright 2020 John Wiley and Sons.
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impact the interface, they deal with modifications to the methods
of device fabrication and will be discussed at length in Section 2.4.

2.4 Device fabrication

The brief yet rich history of research dedicated to MHP materials
for the purpose of PV applications is an important source toward
improvements in the fabrication of perovskite sensitized TTA
devices. Antisolvent assisted perovskite fabrication is a common
method for bulk perovskite growth, where an orthogonal solvent
such as chlorobenzene or toluene is dropped simultaneously
or soon after the deposition of a perovskite precursor. The
antisolvent allows for rapid nucleation and fairly homogenous
perovskite films.54–56 The choice of antisolvent is important for
the fabrication of homogenous, well-passivated films in order to
maximize the charge extraction to rubrene, maximizing the
efficiency of the UC process. MacQueen and coworkers studied
two different antisolvents, anisole and chlorobenzene, and their
effects on the UC process as a whole.52 Although they observed
negligible differences in the morphology of the perovskite
surface and in the steady-state PL, the UCPL intensity of the
anisole-treated film was roughly an order of magnitude higher.
This discrepancy can be explained in part by the time-resolved
perovskite PL emission. Fig. 5a and b show the perovskite PL
transients for the anisole-treated and chlorobenzene-treated
films, respectively. At low fluences, such as 45 nJ cm�2 (blue trace),
nonradiative recombination-limited charge carrier dynamics
can be probed. A direct comparison of the decay traces between

the films treated with anisole and chlorobenzene yields a much
longer charge carrier lifetime in the anisole treated films. This
difference is attributed to shallow defect sites, which could
affect the charge extraction process to rubrene. This result is in
line with findings discussed earlier, where recombination due to
surface trap states acts as a parasitic pathway toward efficient UC.21

Further tuning of the fabrication method was probed by
Nienhaus and coworkers,53 where TTA-UC devices were made
by adding the OSC layer in situ during the antisolvent treatment
process. This ‘‘one-step’’ method was then directly compared to
devices made using the previous ‘‘two-step’’ method, where the
rubrene is deposited after treatment with antisolvent. The
findings, supported by additional optical and morphological
characterization techniques, are summarized in Fig. 5c. In the
two-step fabrication process, which results in a bilayer device
(top left), the OSC layer coats the edges of the perovskite grains.
However, in the devices fabricated using the one-step method
(bottom left), the OSC can coat a larger area of the perovskite
layer, allowing for a higher amount in charge extraction, as the
interfacial area is much higher. This is further shown in the
UCPL intensity over time, where the bilayer device shows a
sharp initial decrease upon excitation (gray trace), and the
one-step device does not have an initial spike in intensity
(blue trace), as the electric field is minimized by differing
orientations at the interface (inset). Furthermore, the one-step
method simplifies the fabrication method, which could prove
useful in eventual scaled-up device fabrication.

Fig. 5 (a) and (b) Perovskite PL emission decay lifetimes of films fabricated treated with anisole (a) and chlorobenzene (b) at three different powers.
The fit is denoted with a black line. Adapted with permission from ref. 52. Copyright 2020 John Wiley and Sons. (c) Schematic of the bilayer (top, left) and
one-step (bottom, left) fabricated devices, along with the PL intensities of the bilayer (gray trace) and one-step (blue trace) fabricated device. The insets
show the directionality of the electric field at the interface. Adapted from ref. 53 with permission. Copyright 2020 John Wiley and Sons. (d) Representative
UCPL decay lifetimes of MA-rich films made with overstoichiometric PbI2 with (red) and without (blue) a post-fabrication thermal annealing step. Adapted
from ref. 40 with permission. Copyright 2020 John Wiley and Sons.
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One of the most striking improvements in the UC perfor-
mance was shown by Bieber et al.,40 where a post-fabrication
thermal annealing process increased the UC intensity threefold.
The improvements can be observed in the UCPL intensity in
Fig. 4c and d, where for all devices, the UCPL intensity increases
upon annealing (films that were annealed are denoted with a
T at the end). Additionally, the UCPL decay dynamics of
overstoichiometric films fabricated as normal (blue) and with
the post-fabrication thermal annealing treatment (red) are
shown in Fig. 5d. The device annealed post-fabrication exhibits
a higher amount of diffusion mediated TTA-UC, as discussed
previously, allowing for a higher Zuc. The improved UC
performance of the annealed devices is attributed to a reforming
process of the perovskite surface during the annealing, which
improves the crystallinity of the perovskite layer, allowing
for more efficient charge extraction due to the decrease in
trap-assisted combination.

3. Summary and outlook

The vast improvements in TTA-UC sensitized via bulk MHP
materials have come at a rapid pace, taking motivation in part
from the wealth of literature dedicated to improving MHP
materials for PV applications. As discussed here, recent studies
and optimizations have focused on four main areas: improvements
to the perovskite and OSC layers, elucidation of the perovskite/OSC
interface, and improvements to the device fabrication process,
which can have effects in one or many of the other three areas.
To summarize, we have found that devices fabricated with the
composition FA0.85MA0.15PbI3 with OSC layers deposited using
chlorobenzene which are treated with a post-fabrication thermal
annealing step featured the most intense UC emission. In addition,
‘‘one-step’’ deposition of the OSC layers simultaneous with
the deposition of the antisolvent results in devices rivaling the
performance of those fabricated by subsequent bilayer deposition,
at a lower fabrication expenditure.

Further advancements to these areas have the potential of
yielding efficient upconverting devices for infrared light into
visible light capable of being absorbed by a silicon solar cell,
at a level high enough for eventual industrial relevance.
Specifically, more attention should be devoted to the impact
of OSC packing on the UC process. While it is clear that the
packing of the OSC layer has an impact on the UC performance,
it is unclear to what effect and how this knowledge can be used
to maximize the Zuc of the device, or how the alignment of the
organic layer can be tailored on the nanoscale. For example,
functionalization of the components of the OSC layer could
prove useful for this effect,57 or taking advantage of self-
assembly to yield more reproducible OSC layers. Currently, only
rubrene has been used as a triplet annihilator in conjunction with
bulk perovskite sensitizers. However, any other triplet annihilator
could be used provided the energetic requirements are met.
This could include rubrene derivatives,57 or other polyaromatic
hydrocarbons capable of TTA-UC. One advantage of rubrene over
other triplet annihilators such as 9,10-diphenylanthracene (DPA),

is the lack of aggregation induced issues such as excimer
formation,58 which greatly reduces the efficiency of the UC
process in the solid state. Therefore, if other triplet annihilators
were to be used in place of rubrene, parasitic pathways, including
the formation of excimers, should be investigated and limited.

Furthermore, MHP materials themselves offer unique
challenges that will need to be overcome for industrial
relevance, many of which are currently under study in the
PV field. Specifically, the use of Pb is a concern, motivating
the push for Pb-free perovskites,59–62 often through the
substitution of Sn for Pb, which additionally causes a desired
red-shift of the absorption onset. However, Sn-based perovskites
are prone to oxidation, which is also problematic in terms of
stability and performance.63,64 Additionally, the long-term
stability of all MHP materials is an issue, as degradation of both
the OSC and the perovskite layer could greatly decrease UC
performance over time. In particular, it is well known that
perovskite materials are prone to external stimuli65–68 including
applied or internal electric fields, temperature, moisture or
constant irradiation leading to ion migration and possible phase
segregation.

While the perovskite-based UC devices discussed here have
been shown to be stable over weeks to months, in contrast to
previous PbS-based devices which have rapidly degraded within
several days, more work needs to be done to understand the
underlying causes of the degradation in the encapsulated
samples. It would, therefore, be beneficial to observe specific
results of the UC performance over time and under real-world
conditions, e.g. under constant illumination or at slightly
elevated temperatures due to the known increase in the solar
cell temperature over the course of a day. In particular, it is
known that perovskites photodarken or photobrighten under
constant illumination, and we have been able to show that the
underlying perovskite recombination properties influence the
UC process due to a competition between trap-filling and triplet
sensitization. Hence, it will be of great interest to observe the
performance of the perovskite-based UC device under continuous
illumination to simulate the conditions in a solar cell and observe
the performance over time.

Baldo and co-workers have shown success in further boosting
the UC performance of PbS-based devices by field-
enhancement due to back-reflectors and the use of Fabry–Pérot
microcavities.69,70 Further engineering of the device structure
and fine-tuning of the synthetic conditions of the perovskite-
based UC devices will be required to harness their full
potential.

With respect to their fabrication, an additional drawback of
the solution-processing approach used for these perovskite-
based UC devices is an inherent difficulty in exact reproducibility.
It is known that minor environmental changes can result in
large changes in the quality of the obtained perovskite quality
and resulting devices, and a fundamental knowledge of the
cause is still lacking. While MacQueen and co-workers52 have
contributed to the question of how fabrication influences the
device performance, this is only the first of many steps required
to fully grasp the underlying mechanisms.
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While perovskite-sensitized TTA-UC devices have already
been shown to be readily able to upconvert near infrared-to-
visible light, they still are in their infancy. However, the
potential of applying MHP materials as triplet sensitizers is
great, in part due to both the superior properties of the
material, along with the immense attention they are receiving
for other applications.
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